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The Dawn of Everything 
Thursday 30th  June 2022: 14.00-16.00, 16.30-18.00. 

Room: F.102 

Chairs: Camilla Power (UCL); Jerome Lewis (UCL); Ian Watts (UCL); Chris Knight (UCL) 

Emails: camilla.power@gmail.com; Jerome.Lewis@ucl.ac.uk; ochrewatts@hotmail.com; chris.knight@live.com  

Abstract: Graeber and Wengrow's stimulating new book 'The Dawn of Everything' opens up an 

exciting vista of explorations of deep-time human history. In this session we invite contributions 

from those who would like to take this project further back into prehistory to incorporate hunter-

gatherer research. Does Wengrow and Graeber's framework offer hope for social anthropology to 

'live well together' with archaeology and evolutionary anthropology?    

Keywords: Human origins; evolution; egalitarianism; hunter-gatherers    

14.00-14.12 Camilla Power  Egalitarianism made us the symbolic species 

14.12-14.24 Ian Watts  The occasional piece of knapped flint' 

14.24-14.36 Jerome Lewis 
The Endurance of an Egalitarian Civilisation in the 
Congo Basin 

14.36-14.48 Tanja Schreiber 

All under one roof: handling social inequalities 
within enclosing boundaries in past hunter-
gatherer societies of Western Siberia 

14.48-15.00 Chris Knight How Did We Get Stuck? 

15.00-16.00 Discussion  

 

16.30-16.42 Thomas Widlok 

Dawning has broken: Implications of the new 
history of mankind for a new anthropology of 
mankind 

16.42-16.54 Doerte Weig 
Shapes and Qualities: The Aliveness of Both/And 
as Key to Human Social Organisation 

16.54-17.06 Robert E. Moïse 

Wriggling Out Of The Analytical Straitjacket: the 
rise of pluralistic social formations in equatorial 
Africa and their implications for understanding 
"hunter-gatherers" 

17.06-17.18 Steven Kirk, James VanLanen 

An unhelpful politics for ‘living well together’: 
Graeber/Wengrow’s attempted set-up of ‘the 
prehistoric- left/right divide’ and their failure to 
present the hunter-gatherer alternative 

17.18-18.00 Discussion   

 

Session 1: 14.00-16.00 
The Dawn Of Everything  

Egalitarianism made us the symbolic species 
Authors: Camilla Power (University College London) camilla.power@gmail.com  

 

Abstract: ‘The world of hunter-gatherers… was one of bold social experiments’ say Graeber and 

Wengrow, ‘..a carnival parade of political forms’. But did the boldest social experiments of our 

ancestors – language and symbolic culture – constrain these possibilities? 
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Woodburn argued that early forms of hunter-gatherer organisation were immediate-return, 

egalitarian, and highly stable. Erdal and Whiten proposed ‘deep social mind’ as a prolonged phase of 

egalitarianism coevolving with mutual mind-reading and cultural transmission as the hunter-gatherer 

sociocognitive niche. Variation in sociopolitical traits, between individuals and between populations, 

must have existed. Boehm argued from this background for selection of a successful ‘group’ strategy 

of a politically conscious egalitarian order that would spread across groups as it became attractive to 

nondominant but nonsubmissive individuals, altering despotic group dynamics. Group selection 

prevailed when within-group competition was significantly reduced.  

Certain universal features of H. sapiens, deriving from our Middle Pleistocene emergence, imply 

sociopolitical contexts of significant egalitarianism:  

a) ‘cooperative’ eyes – possibly a primitive feature of genus Homo; 

b) large brains, enlarging as we speciated, with increasing need of mothers/children for more energy 

(and seasonal sustainability); 

c) the evolutionary emergence of language and symbolism as ‘the antithesis of violence’.  

 

All are predicated on minimizing and periodically nullifying dominance relations, through dynamics of 

day-to-day counter-dominance (1 to 1) plus occasional displays of reverse dominance (collective). The 

most telling aspect of this, barely mentioned by Boehm, would involve gender resistance. Middle 

Pleistocene populations with more hierarchical tendencies were least likely to have become language-

speaking, larger-brained ancestors of Homo sapiens. 

Keywords: Egalitarianism; evolution; language; encephalization; intersubjectivity 

 

The Dawn Of Everything  

The occasional piece of knapped flint' 
Authors: Ian Watts (University College London) ochrewatts@hotmail.com  

 

Abstract: According to Graeber and Wengrow, a ‘relatively uniform ‘us’’ can only be archaeologically 

inferred long after our African speciation, for which we only have ‘the occasional piece of knapped 

flint’ (p.81). The record of red ochre use – widely considered to bear on the evolution of group ritual 

– challenges this caricature. Over the span of our speciation – where such materials were regionally 

available – their use in campsites was raised from an occasional to a habitual behaviour. Cross-cultural 

survey of African hunter-gatherer ritual use of red substances (ochre, plant pigments, and blood) 

identifies one unifying domain, an ideology of blood linking women’s blood to the blood of the hunt. 

The genetically inferred differentiation of the ancestors to these different populations suggests a 

shared ancestry of great antiquity to this aspect of cosmology. 

Keywords: speciation ochre ritual Africa cosmology 

 

The Dawn Of Everything  

The Endurance of an Egalitarian Civilisation in the Congo Basin 
Authors: Jerome Lewis (UCL) jerome.lewis@ucl.ac.uk  

 

Abstract: Wengrow & Graeber’s book focuses on how humans lived once they had left Africa, whereas 

what hunter-gatherers achieved while still living in Africa is dismissed as irrelevant and insignificant. 

In this talk, I will present evidence for one of the oldest human civilisations – that of the forest people 
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of the Congo Basin. The evidence suggests that this egalitarian civilisation has endured over a large 

area of the Congo Basin for an impressive length of time precisely because it is egalitarian and has 

been successful in preventing the emergence of inequality, ongoing class conflict or enduring 

hierarchy. Authors such as W&G seem to imply that maintaining such polities is easy, primitive or 

unchanging and therefore irrelevant. The ethnography focuses on certain central underlying 

structures of these different cultures making up this civilisation and their place in the constant and 

sophisticated work required of members of such polities to maintain their egalitarianism. These 

institutions are robust enough to have endured for long periods, without reducing the potential for 

human creativity and innovation to produce novelty and variety. 

Keywords: hunter-gatherer civilisation; Congo Basin; structure-variety 

 

The Dawn Of Everything  

All under one roof: handling social inequalities within enclosing boundaries in 
past hunter-gatherer societies of Western Siberia 
Authors: Tanja Schreiber (Kiel University) tschreiber@roots.uni-kiel.de  

 

Abstract: In popular and academic thought, narratives of a peaceful and egalitarian hunter-gatherer 

past still persist today, although archaeological evidence of socio-political complexity, including social 

inequality, monumentality and warfare in foraging societies exists all over the world. Fortified hunter-

gatherer settlements in Western Siberia, presented here, also oppose such biased perceptions of 

human history. In this area, forager groups constructed enclosed settlements for over eight millennia, 

exhibiting defensive architecture, such as ditches, ramparts and palisades. Archaeological research 

around the globe links such constructions in foraging communities with surplus economies and wealth 

imbalances due to mass-harvesting strategies of seasonally abundant resources, storage and resulting 

conflicts over territory and property rights. To address this issue, a common statistical method based 

on the Gini index was applied, in order to measure the levels of social inequality within these hunter-

gatherer societies chronologically. The results reveal architectural adjustments to societal changes in 

the form of denser cohabitation in response to rising social inequalities. The outcome supports 

Graeber and Wengrow’s (2021) idea of a societal self-awareness along with a tendency to experiment 

with different forms of social organisation. By illustrating various forms of social flexibility to enhance 

communal solidarity in the past, the presented research may help to develop new possibilities of living 

well together in the future. 

Keywords: forager fortifications, West Siberia, social inequality, social organisation, social resistance 

 

The Dawn Of Everything  

How Did We Get Stuck? 
Authors: Chris Knight (UCL) chris.knight@live.com  

 

Abstract: ‘The Dawn of Everything’ is a book title suggestive of a creation myth. In the beginning, 

according to many such narratives, earth and sky, male and female, human and animal, life and death 

intermingled and exchanged places in a process of regular alternation and flux. This paper will explore 

how similar themes find expression in Graeber and Wengrow’s ‘oscillation’ model of world history – 

their claim that humans once alternated between contrastive social forms, becoming ‘stuck’ only 

relatively recently. 

Keywords: Mythology Creation History Oscillation 
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Session 2: 16.30-18.00 
 
The Dawn Of Everything  

Dawning has broken: Implications of the new history of mankind for a new 
anthropology of mankind 
Authors: Thomas Widlok (University of Cologne) thomas.widlok@uni-koeln.de  

 

Abstract: For the socio-cultural anthropology of contemporary hunter-gatherers reading "The Dawn 

of Everything" provides both good and bad news. It is good news in that it underlines the relevance of 

our research for the hear and now - beyond early humans and small-groups. It is bad news insofar as 

the book proposes that "hunter-gatherer studies" (by implication that includes having CHAGS 

conferences) is not a useful way to carve out a field of research and that we should ask different 

questions and engage in different conversations. 

In this presentation I follow another lead that is also provided by the book, and which anthropologists 

are likely to endorse readily, namely the proposition that it is the dialogue with "indigenous critique" 

which generates enlightenment (brighter than dawn, so to speak). I generate ideas through extended 

conversations I had with ≠Noa//oab and !Gamekhas, two ≠Akhoe Hai//om from Namibia, about their 

lives and our shared lifetimes. Going back to these conversations I suggest to go beyond "dawning" 

(searching for original states) but also beyond "dooming" (searching for the point when we got "stuck" 

as we stopped endorsing political seasonality). I present lessons learned from these dialogues showing 

that one of the issues that remains, also after having turned the last page of the book, is to continue 

figuring out what does and can indeed change frequently (whether seasonally or deliberately) versus 

that which does not easily change in socio-cultural life. An issue pertinent in San everyday practice 

and to our scholarship. 

Keywords: Social Change, San, Namibia, history, anthropology 

 
The Dawn Of Everything  

Shapes and Qualities: The Aliveness of Both/And as Key to Human Social 
Organisation 
Authors: Doerte Weig (Movement Research Barcelona) Doerte.weig@gmail.com  

 

Abstract: One of the themes emphasised in the Dawn of Everything, is that the linear from egalitarian 

to hierarchical narrative, still painted as the dominant picture of humanity’s development, is simply 

incorrect. Our ancestors were capable of developing and continuously adapting their social 

organisations and practices to what was needed in that moment. Shapes and qualities of life oscillated 

between what was most appropriate for that group during that specific season. Contemporary 

neoliberal economic practices are firmly grounded in beliefs around the teleologically-justified 

supremacy of certain types of human social organisation and decision-making which mostly ignore 

seasonal considerations. Universities worldwide both contest and play into these ecology-distant 

dynamics of dominance. Drawing on my experience as a corporate manager and of living with 

egalitarian Baka groups in Gabon, I will reflect on the seasonal institutional plasticity of the social 

organisations of our hunter-gatherer ancestors, and I will explore cyclical qualities of aliveness and 

capacities to deal with uncertainty and conflict cultivated through dancing and musicking. I will ask 
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whether or how ancestral qualities of both/and can creatively feed forward into current debates 

around socio-economic inequalities, flawed interdisciplinary conversations in academic institutions, 

or the future of climate issues. 

Keywords: Both/And, Aliveness, Seasonality, Cyclicity, Ecology, Interdisciplinarity 

 

The Dawn Of Everything  

Wriggling Out Of The Analytical Straitjacket: the rise of pluralistic social 
formations in equatorial Africa and their implications for understanding 
"hunter-gatherers" 
Authors: Robert E. Moïse (Independent scholar) elymoise@gmail.com  

 

Abstract: Although the equatorial African societies referred to as "Pygmies" and "Bantu" are 

considered a classic case of "forager/farmer" interaction, little scholarly attention has been paid to 

their interaction over the longue durée of regional history. Yet Pygmies are a perfect example of 

Mauss' dictum that societies live by borrowing, but define themselves by its refusal: although they 

borrowed languages from Bantu immigrants and exchanged a considerable amount of genes with 

them, they refused to adopt agriculture and "become Bantu," instead carving out a niche for 

themselves within regional societies as "forest specialists" -- a role that guaranteed them maximum 

autonomy, one of their key cultural values. This ability to engage in constant contact with other 

societies over the course of several millennia, yet retain cultural practices that sustain core values, 

questions a number of assumptions that evolutionary models of human history have long employed 

to explain societies referred to as "hunter-gatherers:" social isolation and fragility, hunter-gatherer 

"purity," teleological history, and economistic interpretations which see modes of production as the 

drivers of social institutions, rather than being tools to realize cultural values. This paper outlines the 

trajectory of Pygmy/Bantu interaction over the longue durée and discusses the implications this case 

has for models of hunter-gatherer identity as well as interpretations of Mesolithic/Neolithic 

interaction in prehistoric Europe. In addition, it highlights the strategies that hunter-gatherer societies 

have developed over time to "live well together" in pluralistic social fields by freely exchanging with 

others, while jealously guarding their autonomy. 

Keywords: exchange, hunter-gatherers, identity, values, autonomy 

 

The Dawn Of Everything  

An unhelpful politics for ‘living well together’: Graeber/Wengrow’s attempted 
set-up of ‘the prehistoric- left/right divide’ and their failure to present the 
hunter-gatherer alternative 
Authors: Steven Kirk (Oak: A Journal Against Civilization) steve@localfoodsolutions.com; James 

VanLanen jvanlanen@zoho.com  

 

Abstract: In 2004 Graeber issued a now famous, and supposedly anarchist-inspired, call for 

anthropology to discontinue its heritage of flinching from making generalized statements about our 

human condition. In this critical 21st century, where much about our world is at stake, Graeber’s 

calling was important and needed. While providing for readers of popular-science literature some 

needed qualifications concerning the anthropological record, The Dawn of Everything (DOE) neglects 

huge swaths of socioecological reality, and ultimatley presents a metanarrative that is largely 

unhelpful for advancing viable solutions for what our species and our planet are facing. Much of DOE's 
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contents can be heavily dismantled. Anthropology can do better at discussing with humanity how we 

might ‘live well together’. We will present a better possibility for heeding Graeber’s original (2004) call 

for anthropology to begin living up to its potential. In response to DOE’s politically divisive, and 

ultimately ecocidal metanarrative, our position is that evolutionary anthropology is vital, scale matters 

(on all fronts), mode of subsistence (particularly differentiating between intensifying and non-

intensifying modes) should not be discarded, and diversity in hunter-gatherer political agency should 

not be reduced to cultural relativist identity politics (i.e. ‘schismogenisis’). In the midst of our 21st 

century world-crisis, and in the face of DOE’s formidable slur against hunter-gatherer studies, we 

suggest some ideas for the best possible means of acting on Graeber's original call - prioritizing hunter-

gatherer studies, rather than discarding it. 

Keywords: political-agency, social-evolution, cultural-materialism 

 

 
 

 


